Promotion of Edward Kunz
Washington, D.C: The Louis D. Brandeis Center for Human Rights Under Law (LDB) is proud
to announce the promotion of Edward Kunz to the position of Senior Communications and
Development intern. Edward Kunz joined LDB in February of this year, and has completed
phenomenal work for the Center, including writing blog posts, drafting press releases, assisting
with research projects, and compiling LDB's monthly e-publication, the Brandeis Brief, among
other things. In March, Edward helped organize the Louis D. Brandeis Center's successful Fourth
Annual Law Student Leadership Conference, which brought together fantastic speakers and LDB
Law Student Leaders from all across the country.
"We are honored to have Edward as a part of our team," says LDB President and General
Counsel Kenneth L. Marcus. "His talent and passion has led to great contributions to our work
against campus anti-Semitism."
Edward Kunz is currently working on an MA in history from the University of North Carolina.
On his work for LDB, Edward stated that, "I chose originally to work with LDB due to both my
Jewish background as well as my interest in free speech. The Brandeis Center fights for the
rights I believe in, and any ability to help an organization whose stated objective falls so closely
to my own goals is an opportunity I cannot pass up."
Edward's promotion marks the continued growth of the Brandeis Center.
####
ABOUT THE LOUIS D. BRANDEIS CENTER
The Louis D. Brandeis Center, Inc., or LDB, is an independent, nonprofit organization
established to advance the civil and human rights of the Jewish people and promote justice for
all. The Brandeis Center conducts research, education and advocacy to combat the resurgence of
anti-Semitism on college and university campuses. It is not affiliated with the Massachusetts
University, the Kentucky law school, nor any of the other institutions that share the name and
honor the memory of the late U.S. Supreme Court justice.

